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Jessica Jarlvi is a hugely talented writer and definitely one to watch' SOPHIE HANNAH. A

breathtaking, heart-pounding, dark debut, sure to delight fans of The Girl on the Train and Before I

Go To Sleep.  When Anna, a much-loved teacher and mother of two, is left savagely beaten and in

a coma, a police investigation is launched. News of the attack sends shock waves through her

family and their small Swedish community. Anna seems to have had no enemies, so who wanted

her dead? As loved-ones wait anxiously by her bedside, her husband Erik is determined to get to

the bottom of the attack, and soon begins uncovering his wife's secret life, and a small town riven

with desire, betrayal and jealousy.Ã‚Â As the list of suspects grows longer, it soon becomes clear

that only one person can reveal the truth, and she's lying silent in a hospital bed... What readers are

saying about WHEN I WAKE UP... 'An absolutely fantastic read with brilliant characters. I did not

see that coming. Shocked. 5*' 'I was in complete suspense all the way to the end. There were so

many jaw dropping moments and it has been a long time since a book has gripped me that way'

'The reader is taken on a gripping and tensely dark ride where you suspect everyone! A great read'

'The action was tension-heavy and fast-paced ... I cannot WAIT to see what Jessica Jarlvi will

deliver next'
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This novel was absolutely terrific! I enjoyed reading every word. Ms. Jarlvi created a wonderful

debut novel. It was a long novel, around 486 pages on my Kindle App for IPad, but I enjoyed the

lengthiness. The chapters were presented from multiple POV and time periods. However, this

technique was easy to follow. The plot was well-developed and the characters realistic. I loved the

ending. The characters got what they deserved; the guilty were punished, the innocent vanquished.

This novel was an excellent read. I plan on reading additional novels by Ms. Jarlvi as she writes

them.

Anna is married with two young twin boys. She is a high school (I guess it's considered high school

in Sweden) teacher in MÃƒÂ¶rna, SkÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¥ne County, Sweden. Her husband, Erik, is a house

painter but has big dreams about making it as a rock star.One night Anna is working late at school

and ends up being beaten and left for dead in the school parking lot, falling into a coma.The story is

told from multiple points of view and covers a few months in time - before and after the attack.This

book was difficult for me to finish. It seemed to drag on FOREVER. Many people are presented as

suspects of the brutal attack against Anna - too many, in my opinion. The characters are well

defined but I did not find one of them I liked.So it was draining to read and finish the book. I really

didn't get a feel for the Swedish locale either.I think this could have been a good mystery - with the

verbiage cut by about half. It did have some rare good moments.I received this book from Atria

Books through Net Galley in exchange for my unbiased review.

I loved this book. Just the right amount of mystery. Finally an author that can write without using the

F word.

It was not a bad read, some things were a little way out .. otherwise it was OK

This was a well written page turner with a surprise twist

Interesting plot but borders on pornographyWon't read any more of this author's books...



Felt like it should have been a short-story instead of a novel. No sharp edges.

Loved this book! Lots of surprises and I think a book well written! Hated to have it end!
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